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Abstract

The introduction of the Internet has led to the development of new technologies and applications that have been adopted by organisations and their users to enable them to survive in this age of technology. Online technologies have penetrated Zimbabwe, particularly in the retail industry, however, little research has been done to link the research results to theory particularly the technology adoption theories. Therefore the objective of this study was to explore the current extent of adoption of online transaction platforms in the retail industry in Zimbabwe. Furthermore, this paper purposed to determine the extent of this adoption on the Technology Adoption Curve. The online transaction platforms studied were Internet banking, Automated Teller Machines, Mobile banking, Point of Sale and Mobile money. The study took a mixed method approach where both qualitative and quantitative strategies were used. A three-sample dataset comprising of 268 bank and supermarket customers, 56 bank managers and 31 supermarket managers was used. The resultant adoption rates were plotted on Moore’s Technology Adoption Curve. The results indicated that although the retail industry had made great strides to adopt online technology platforms, but the adoption by customers was relatively low at a market penetration of 14.5%. The study thus concluded that Zimbabwe’s online technologies were in their infancy stage on the maturity model adoption curve and were inside Moore’s chasm on the technology adoption curve. The study recommended to customers to use the adopted online technologies in order to keep abreast with the digital era. On the other hand, banks and supermarkets were urged to devise marketing strategies in an effort to cross the chasm in the Technology Adoption Curve.
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1. Introduction

Following the adoption of a multi-currency financial system in January 2009, Zimbabwe has experienced a considerable economic recovery where the annual inflation rate had fallen considerably (Chikoko & Mangwendeza, 2012). However, despite these achievements, the economy is still facing some challenges which are a reflection of the macro-economic constraints in the country. Some of the challenges include the liquidity crunch, lack of capital inflow, lack of production in the country as well as the high cost of doing business. The liquidity crisis is characterised by shortages of cash, high cost of finance and the fact that money in circulation is too limited to meet the demands of an economy that is struggling to strive (Confederation of Zimbabwean Industries Report, 2014).

In light of the liquidity challenges, in his Monetary Policy Statement, the Governor of the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe (RBZ) proposed the introduction of a robust Information Communication Technology (ICT) system as one of the major measures to curb the challenges bedevilling the country. He emphasised that ICT promotes improvements in innovation and productivity which are central to the economic performance of many countries and could set the country on the road to economic recovery, sustainable growth and reaching its vision of being a cashless society by 2020. Therefore a discrepancy (the gap) lies between the desired vision (being cashless by 2020) and the current state of affairs (liquidity challenges) where people are not banking their money (Dhlwawayo, 2014). Therefore, in an endeavour to promote a cashless society, banks, retailers and utility service providers were urged to adopt measures that promote use of online transaction technologies which enhance online transactions rather than cash transactions (Mangudya, 2014; Tsokota & von Solms, 2013).
Research on diffusion of innovations and technology adoption in Zimbabwe indicates that most research has concentrated on merely revealing the extent of adoption and use. Examples include: Dube, Chitura and Runyowa (2009) who studied adoption and use of Internet Banking; Dube, Njanike, Manomano and Chiriseri (2011) who studied the adoption and use of SMS/Mobile banking services; Dube and Gumbo (2017) who studied ICTs in Supermarkets; Mudzingwa and Kabote (2014) who explored the adoption of in the beauty therapy industry and Makiwa and Steyn (2016) who looked into ICT adoption and use in small to medium enterprises. On the other hand, Bara (2016) did an external factor analysis on diffusion and adoption of bank financial innovation in Zimbabwe. Studies that leaned on the diffusion of innovation theories included one done by Kabanda (2014) who studied technology affordances and diffusion for mobile connectivity and applications in Zambian schools. Kabanda concluded that the costs for bandwidth per month are a major obstacle to the fast diffusion of mobile technology and e-learning in Zimbabwe.

In terms of positions, the African Business Panel revealed that Zimbabwe was 10th position on the list of the technologically developed countries in Africa (Muza, 2013). However, little or no attempts have been made to relate the findings of adoption of these technologies on the technology adoption curve in Zimbabwe. Hence a gap exists where results are not explicitly related to the existing theories. Therefore the objectives of the study were to explore the adoption of online technologies in the retail industry in Zimbabwe and to plot the position of the results on Roger’s Innovation Adoption Categories and Moore’s Adoption Curve. In this study, the retail industry entailed commercial banks and grocery supermarkets in Zimbabwe.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Diffusion and Adoption of Innovation

A technology is defined as the development and application of tools, machines, materials and processes that help in solving human problems whereas an innovation is often taken to be synonymous with technology except that the innovation has overtones of newness, originality or inventive ideas (Rogers, 2003; Reisman, 2006). In line with Rogers (2003) and Reisman (2006), technology and innovation were taken to be synonymous in this paper. For Rogers (2003), adoption is a decision of full use of an innovation as the best course of action available and rejection is a decision not to adopt an innovation. On the other hand, Rogers (2003) defines diffusion as the process in which an innovation is communicated thorough certain channels over time among members of a social system. Therefore, the adoption/diffusion rate is the relative speed with which an innovation is adopted by members of a social system and is generally measured by the number of individuals who adopt the innovation in a specified period, such as each year. Thus the rate of adoption is a numerical indicator of the steepness of the adoption curve for an innovation (Rogers, 1995). Hence in this study, diffusion of innovation is taken to be the rate at which online technologies have been adopted and the rate at which this adoption has spread throughout the retail industry in Zimbabwe.

2.2 The Retail Industry

In this paper, the retail industry refers to the banking industry and supermarkets. Banks provide a wide range of financial services to all sectors of the economy and are governed by the Central Bank of a country. The major functions of banks include accepting deposits, money transfers, advancing loans, payment of customers’ bills and other utility functions (Goyal & Joshi, 2011). On the other hand, supermarkets are businesses that bring together a wide range of goods including food, beverages, over-the-counter medicines, detergents, and electrical and non-electrical home and garden goods to a central place where primarily local residents periodically replenish their stock of household products (Steeneken & Ackley, 2012). Banks and supermarkets were studied together because online transaction platforms from banks are mostly used in conjunction with those in supermarkets as buying groceries is the most likely activity that most people do on a regular basis.

2.3 Online Transaction Platforms

In this study, a platform is defined as the basic hardware (computer) and software (operating system) on which online transaction processing can be run. Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) applications are client/server applications that give online users direct access to services and information (Meerapur, 2014). In a banking environment, OLTP entails requesting and receiving money or data from a class of software programs capable of supporting transaction-oriented applications on the Internet (Gilbert and Hewitt, 2013). Therefore, online transactions are password-protected transactions that require a password to authorise the transfer of funds and banking information between the customer and the retailer (Meerapur, 2014). The online transaction platforms studied in this paper were Internet banking, Automated Teller Machines, Mobile banking, Point of Sale and Mobile money.

In this paper, Internet banking is defined as banking done electronically through the bank’s website without the intervention of any banking personnel, through one’s Personal Computer (PC) or other devices that can access the website through the Internet. In other spheres, Internet banking is synonymous to online banking, e–banking and PC
banking (Baten & Kamil, 2010; Dube, Chitura, & Runyowa, 2009). Internet banking enables bank customers to transfer funds, pay bills in real time and access general information on bank products and services through the use of the bank’s website (Hadadi, Otaif, Faqihi, & Al-ahmadi, 2006). Automated Teller Machines are defined as electromechanical devices that permit authorised users to use machine-readable plastic cards (which are magnetically encoded), and a personal identification number to withdraw cash from their accounts and/or access other services, such as balance enquiries and transfer of funds in real time (Hossain & Bari, 2006). In this case, the ATM systems are connected to the bank’s systems for the retrieval of money and information. Mobile banking is defined as a service that enables customers to access their bank accounts’ information, transfer funds or pay bills in real time through their cell phones via a mobile network (Rahmani, Tahvildari, Honarmand, Yousefi, & Daghighi, 2012). In this case, the bank and the mobile network company get into a partnership and work together to enable Mobile banking transactions. Mobile banking is also referred to as SMS banking and hence in this study Mobile banking and SMS Banking will be taken as synonymous (Dube, Njanike, Manomano & Chirisere, 2011).

A Point of Sale (POS) is the point at which a customer makes a payment to the merchant in exchange for goods or services (Bernardo, 2013). In Zimbabwe, using POS to buy groceries is made convenient by the use of the ZimSwitch platform where customers can access their bank accounts for paying groceries through a single point if their bank has partnered with ZimSwitch (Dube & Gumbo, 2017). ZimSwitch is an online transacting company owned by ZimSwitch Technologies and is the sole national electronic funds switch for Zimbabwe (ZimSwitch Technologies: 2013). Therefore, bank and supermarket customers can use the ATM (through ZimSwitch), Internet banking and Mobile banking to buy groceries at the POS system in supermarkets. Mobile money is defined by Ernst and Young (2009) as a service that allows electronic money transfer via a mobile phone. Mobile money is cash-based in that the user needs to deposit money into their account before using it. In this study, on-site person-to-business mobile money transfers were considered (Ernst & Young, 2009). For a mobile money transaction to take place, there is need for collaboration between the Mobile Network Operator (MNO), Mobile Money Operator (MMO), the supermarket and the customer (Jenkins, 2008). In this respect, the mobile money transfer is initiated by the customer and the money transfer is acknowledged by the supermarket’s till operator. In Zimbabwe, the major MNOs are NetOne, Telecel Zimbabwe and Econet Wireless Zimbabwe. They all use pre-paid tariffs. By the end of 2014, the estimated mobile penetration had reached 128% (Lancaster and Lange: 2015). The MNOs also own the MMOs. By mid-2014, Econet’s Ecocash had 3.5 million subscribers translating to 81% of the market share, Telecel’s Telecash had over 600 000 subscribers (14% of the market share) and NetOne’s OneWallet had 200 000 subscribers translating to 5% of the market share (Kabweza, 2014).

2.4 Theoretical Frameworks

The Diffusion of Innovation Theories were first discussed historically in 1903 by the French sociologist Gabriel Tarde who plotted the original S-shaped diffusion curve. Ryan and Gross in 1943 introduced the adopter categories that were later popularised by Everett Rogers in 1995 (Rogers 1995, Kaminski, 2011). Later, Moore adapted Roger’s Technology Adoption Categories and the Technology Adoption Curve in 1991 (Moore, 1991). These theories were chosen for this study because they relate to the study in that diffusion of innovation explains and determines the rate of adoption of technology in a society. Therefore this study sought to find out at what stage Zimbabwe is on the technology Adoption Curve with respect to online transaction platforms in the retail industry in Zimbabwe.

2.4.1 The Diffusion of Innovation Process

Diffusion is the process by which an (i) innovation is (ii) communicated through certain channels over (iii) time taken by members of a (iv) society as shown in Figure 1 (Rogers, 1995). The innovation is the technology that is perceived as new by an individual or organisation. Communication channels refer to the ways in which the information about the innovation flows from the source to the receiver (for example, social media, mass media and interpersonal communication) whereas time refers to the rate of adoption or the time taken by different individuals to adopt the innovation. The social system is a set of interrelated units engaged in joint problem solving to accomplish a common goal. The social system is influenced by the societal norms, tolerance of deviance and its integration as shown in Figure 1. The rate of adoption also depends on the characteristics of the adopter, social characteristics and perceived need for the innovation (Rogers, 1995).

The innovation decision process was composed of 5 stages, namely the knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation and the confirmation stages as shown in Figure 1. At the knowledge stage the individual learns about the existence of the innovation. This stage includes becoming aware of the innovation through communication via the media and interpersonal interactions. The individual also learns how to use the innovation correctly and the functioning principles describing how and why the innovation works.

At the persuasion stage, the individual/organisation develops an opinion (either positive or negative attitude) about the innovation through subjective evaluations of others like colleagues and peers (social reinforcement). Persuasion is also
determined by the attributes/characteristics of the innovation, namely; relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, triability and observability. Relative advantage is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being better than the idea it supersedes and compatibility is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as consistent with the existing values, past experiences and needs of potential adopters. On the other hand, complexity refers the degree to which an innovation is perceived as relatively difficult to understand and use whereas triability refers to the degree to which an innovation may be experimented with on a limited/test basis. Observability is the degree to which the results of an innovation are visible to others (Rogers, 1995).

At the decision stage, the individual/organisation chooses to either adopt or reject the innovation. In this case, adoption refers to full use of an innovation as the best course of action available and rejection means not to adopt the innovation (Rogers, 1995). According to Rogers there are two types of adoption, that is, continued adoption or active acceptance where there is continued and sustained use and discontinuance or passive acceptance where the innovation is initially accepted and then discontinued. Rogers also identified two types of rejection, that is, later adoption or active rejection which is rejecting an innovation but eventually adopting it later and continued rejection or passive rejection which is straight non-adoption where the individual does not think about adopting the innovation at all (Rogers, 1995; Nabih, Bloem & Poiesz, 1997).

Figure 1. The Innovation Diffusion Process

At the implementation stage, mental information processing and decision making come to an end, but the behavioural change begins and the innovation is put into practice (Rogers, 2003). At the confirmation stage the individual/organisation looks for support for their decision. The adopter keeps evaluating the results of their decision and if the level of satisfaction is significant enough and the level of support is high, the use of the innovation will continue. However, if the level of satisfaction is low and there is inadequate support, it is possible that rejection occurs after adoption as shown in Figure 1 (Rogers, 1995).

2.4.2 Roger’s Adopter Categories

Adopter categories are the classifications of the members of a social system on the basis of innovativeness. In this case, adoption refers to continuous use. Therefore, incomplete adoption and non-adoption are not part of this theory. The rate of adoption is measured by the relative length of time required for a certain percentage of the members of a system to adopt an innovation (Rogers, 1995). Rogers (1995) referred to Innovators, Early Adopters, Early Majority, Late Majority and Laggards as innovation categories as shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2 the gentle bell-shaped curve represents the groups of consumers adopting a new technology and the S-curve represents the market share which reaches 100% following complete adoption. This is the point of market saturation (Rogers, 1995).

In Figure 2, innovators form 2.5% of the system. Innovators are venturesome and willing to experience new ideas. They are youngest in age, have the highest social class, have great financial lucidity, are very social and have the closest contact to scientific sources and interaction with other innovators. Innovators are risk tolerant, are prepared to cope with
unprofitable and unsuccessful innovations, and have a certain level of uncertainty about the innovation. Their good financial resources help absorb these failures. They expect the going to be tough and some argue that they even like it that way. Therefore, innovators are the gatekeepers bringing the innovation in from outside of the system. They are technically savvy and have deep application domain expertise (Rogers, 1995).

Early adopters form 13.5% of the system. They are also techno-savvy, young in age, have a higher social status, financially lucid, advanced in education, and are more socially forward than late early majority. However, they do not have the same drive “to be first and be bloody to prove it” that innovators seem to enjoy. This is because early adopters are more limited because they hold leadership roles (highest opinion leadership) in the social system and other members of the society come to them to get advice or information about the innovation. Thus, as role models, their adoption of an innovation decreases uncertainty about the innovation in the diffusion process. Therefore early adopters put their stamp of approval on a new idea by adopting it. Early adopters have stronger expectations for usability and user assistance than innovators do (Rogers, 1995).

Early majority form 34% of the system. They have above average social status and have an average amount of knowledge on technology and have even stronger expectations for usability than the innovators and early adopters. The early majority have a good interaction with other members of the social system, but they do not have the leadership role that early adopters have. However, their interpersonal networks are still important in the innovation-diffusion process. The early majority are deliberate in adopting an innovation and they are neither the first nor the last to adopt it. Thus, their innovation decision usually takes more time than it takes innovators and early adopters (Rogers, 1995).

Like the early majority, late majority also form 34% of the system. They have below average social status, very little financial lucidity and have very little opinion leadership. They might be missing some technical concepts that the product's use requires and they have high expectations for usability and user assistance. They are sceptical about the innovation and its outcomes, its economic necessity and therefore will wait until most of their peers adopt the innovation. To reduce the uncertainty of the innovation, interpersonal networks of close peers persuade the late majority to adopt it, then, they feel that it is safe to adopt (Rogers, 1995).

Laggards form 16% of the society in question. They have the lowest social status as well as the lowest financial fluidity. They are the oldest of all other adopters, with very little to no opinion leadership. These individuals usually have a dislike to change and change-agents and by the time the laggards start to use the product, the documentation should be robust. Laggards have a traditional view and they are more sceptical about innovations and change than the late majority. As the most localised group of the social system, their interpersonal networks mainly comprise of family and close friends. Due to the limited resources and the lack of awareness or knowledge of innovations, they first want to make sure that an innovation works before they adopt. Thus, laggards tend to decide after looking at whether the innovation is successfully adopted by other members of the social system in the past. Due to all these characteristics, the laggards’ innovation-decision period is relatively long (Rogers, 1995).
2.4.3 Moore’s Technology Adoption Curve

Moore’s Technology Adoption Curve was adapted from Roger’s Adoption Categories. Moore substituted Rogers Adoption Stages with new stages, namely, Technology Enthusiasts at the beginning of the curve (invasion stage), Visionaries, Pragmatists, Conservatives and Skeptics (at the tail-end of the curve) respectively (Moore 1991, Martinez, 2010). According to the technology adoption curve technology enthusiasts, like innovators, embrace things immediately because they are attracted to disruptive innovation per se, they want to try out new things and see how they work. Visionaries (early adopters) look to leapfrog their competition by being the first to leverage the new power. They are willing to take extra risks to get a major advantage. The pragmatists (early majority) are interested in the productivity improvements being promised but want to wait until the innovation is sufficiently mature so that it will work reliably without a lot of handholding. They look to each other to get the signal of when it is safe to jump on the bandwagon. The conservatives (late majority) do not like disruption at all and really need to see it thoroughly domesticated and significantly cost reduced before they consider adopting a new technology and the skeptics (laggards) simply want to have as little to do with disruptive innovations as possible (Moore, 1991; May, 2014).

2.4.4 The Chasm

Moore (2003) found that there is a psychological gap between ‘Early markets’ and the ‘Mainstream markets’, what he calls the chasm (Figure 3). He argues that the customers in the first group are visionaries, and the latter are pragmatists. Visionaries want to be the first to try a new technology. They would not mind to test the technology as long as it is promising and innovative. Pragmatists only want to engage, when it has been tried in order to eliminate risks (Martinez, 2010). Moore explains that the chasm model represents a pattern in technology adoption that is based on the tendency of pragmatic customers and organisations to adopt new technology when they see other people like them doing the same. He goes on to say that the tendency is very deep-rooted and persistent (Martinez, 2010).

According to Moore (1991), when a new product approaches the chasm, it normally is about 80% of what the complete finished product would look like and that is acceptable for visionaries, but pragmatists will never be comfortable with it. Pragmatists will not accept less than a 100% finished product. According to Moore, a ‘Chasm Crisis’ is a series of bad decisions and actions caused by not reaching revenues, targets and other commitments. Moore states that many technologies had failed to cross the chasm because of loss of marketing focus.
2.4.5 The Maturity Model Adoption Curve

In Figure 4, Moore’s adoption curve is likened to the maturity stages of a human being where an innovation grows in its adoption by society. Unlike Roger’s technology adopter categories and Moore’s technology adoption cycle, which have 5 stages, the maturity adoption curve has 6 stages (Eckerson, 2009). At the prenatal stage only the innovators or the technology enthusiasts accept and use it. At Stage 2 (infant), it is adopted by early adopters or visionaries. Stage 3 (child) is when the innovation is adopted by the early majority or the pragmatists and at stage 4 (teenager), it is adopted by the late majority or conservatives. The innovation is accepted by the adult (laggards or skeptics) at stage 5. At the sixth stage (sage), the innovation is fully adopted by the society and there is little need for marketing it as it drives the market. In most cases, at this stage, marketing efforts would have shifted from it and they would be focused on new products coming into the market at the prenatal stage (Eckerson, 2009).

2.4.6 Position of the Chasm on the Technology Adoption Curve

Johnston (2011) extended Roger and Moore’s Adoption Models by plotting the position of the chasm on the technology adoption curve with respect to market share percentages on the S-curve as shown in Figure 5. According to Johnston (2011), the chasm exists at 16% market penetration but can occur anywhere between 10% and 40% market penetration as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Position of the Chasm on Technology Adoption Curve

Source: Johnston (2011)

According to Lehman and Wiedmeyer (2011), early adopters are self motivated to use new technologies and therefore make radical changes from old technologies to new ones, whilst those in the early majority must be won over and persuaded in order for a product to have any chance of crossing Moore’s chasm.

2.4.7 Crossing the Chasm

In order to overcome the ‘chasm crisis’, Moore (1991) recommends choosing one market segment (niche) that is made of customers who are able to reference each other when making buying decisions and concentrate all marketing efforts on them. This is because it will create an ongoing chain-reaction effect that will ultimately lead to a perceived market leadership (Moore, 1991). Moore (1991) identifies 4 stages for crossing the chasm, namely, targeting the point of attack, assembling an invasion force, defining the battle and launching the invasion. Targeting a specific market entails identifying a niche as the point of attack and focusing all resources on achieving the dominant leadership in that segment while assembling an invasion force means creating the whole product (finished product), by taking into consideration customer's problems, needs and solutions in their entirety and assemble relevant personnel. Defining the battle relates to creating the competition around what a pragmatist buyer would consider to be a reasonable buy, defining positioning and building this into all the company communications. Creating the competition and launching the invasion means the distribution of direct sales and support mechanisms whilst concentrating on the most efficient strategy. Launching also entails pricing products to suit the different market segments so that value-based pricing is set for visionaries, competitive-based pricing is set for pragmatists and cost-based pricing is set for conservatives.

3. Method

The study took a mixed method approach which was qualitative-led. At the method level, qualitative sampling methods were used where non-probability sampling techniques were used to select the samples. Convenience sampling was used to select the sample for bank and supermarket customers and purposive or judgmental sampling was used for selecting the samples for bank and supermarket managers. At the same time, questionnaires were used to collect quantitative data (Johnson, Onwuegbuzie & Turner, 2007). At the sample level, triangulation was used through the use of different types of data sources in an effort to improve the validity of research findings. Therefore in this study, data was collected from customers, bank and supermarket managers in an attempt to reduce the likelihood of bias and misinterpretation (Sandelowski, 2000).

The study population comprised of 16 banks located in Harare and the three largest supermarkets in Zimbabwe (located in Harare) that agreed to participate in the study. Harare (the Capital City) was chosen because most head offices of these banks and supermarkets were located there and therefore the views of the participants were presumed to encompass the views of their respective banks and supermarkets countrywide. Questionnaires were used to collect data from all the three samples because questionnaires enable a lot of data to be collected in a short space of time and they were best suited for the constantly busy banking and supermarket environments (Bailey, 1987). Close-ended questions
were used because they provided standardised data and were easier to code as the respondents were asked to select one or more of the specific categories provided by the researchers (Bailey, 1987). In this case, the respondent is often clearer about the meaning of the question which leads to less ambiguous responses.

The close-ended questions were composed of nominal scales. The nominal scales were used for labeling variables, without any quantitative value and were used to measure frequencies (Stevens, 2005; Bailey, 1987). The collected data was analyzed through the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) computer programme (Version 20) software database for quantitative analysis. The SCAMPER (which is an acronym for Substitute, Combine, Adapt, Modify, Put to other uses, Eliminate and Reverse) method of theory formation was used to plot the results on Moore’s Technology Adoption Curve to form an infographic (Cheng, 2001). An infographic or information graph is a visualization of data, ideas or knowledge intended to convey complex information clearly by blending data and design in a manner that can be quickly comprehended and easily understood (Smiciklas, 2012). Therefore the resultant infographic (curve) showing the position of the adopted online transaction platforms on the Moore’s Technology Adoption Curve was derived from a combination of Figures 2 to 5 in conjunction with the results from this study.

4. Results

Questionnaires were distributed to 400 bank and supermarket customers and 268 were returned giving a return rate of 67%. On the other hand, 80 questionnaires were also distributed to 80 bank employees and 56 were returned giving a return rate of 70% while 45 questionnaires were distributed to supermarket employees and 31 were returned giving a return rate of 68%. Thus the mean return rate for the three samples was 67.6%.

Background information was gathered from the customers and it showed that there were more males than females and that the majority of the customers were in the 31 – 40 age group, had a 1st degree educational qualification and were employed in the public sector as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Background Information for Bank and Supermarket Customers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>30 &amp; below</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31 - 41</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41 - 50</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51 - 66</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>61 &amp; above</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational</td>
<td>‘O’ Level</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualifications</td>
<td>‘A’ Level</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st Degree</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masters Degree</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td>Self Employed</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private Sector</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public Sector</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retired</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Background information was also gathered from the bank and supermarket employees and the results indicated that the majority of the bank employees were branch managers while the majority of the supermarket employees were till operation managers as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Background Information for Bank and Supermarket Employees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Position in Bank</td>
<td>Branch Manager</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bank Operations Managers</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICT Managers</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position in</td>
<td>Branch Managers</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supermarket</td>
<td>Assistant Managers</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Branch Accounting Managers</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Till Operations Managers</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICT Managers</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Analysis of the Uptake of Online Transactions Platforms by Customers

Customers were asked whether they had access to Internet services or not and the majority of them (95%) had access to Internet services whilst only 5% did not have access. Respondents were also asked whether they owned an ATM card or not and the majority of them (96%) had ATM cards and only 4% did not. When asked whether they owned a cell phone handset, all the respondents owned a handset. Further analysis showed that the majority of the respondents owned one handset each (51%), followed by 39% who owned two handsets and 10% who owned 3 handsets respectively.

Customers were asked which platform they preferred to use when interacting with their banks and the majority of the participants (38%) preferred using ATM, followed by the Banking Hall (27%), Mobile banking (15%), Internet banking (10%), POS (9%) and other (1%) respectively as shown in Figure 6.
Respondents were asked what their preferred platform for payment when buying groceries in a Supermarket was and the majority of them (77%) preferred using cash, followed by 20% who preferred using the ATM card, 2% who preferred using Mobile money and 1% who preferred using other modes of payments as shown in Figure 7.

Customers were asked which mobile money platforms they had registered with and the results indicated that the majority (80%) of the respondents had registered for Ecocash, followed by Telecash (8%) and then OneWallet (2%). However, 10% of the respondents had not registered for any of the mobile money platforms as shown in Figure 8.
A cross tabulation analysis was made to find the relationship between preferred platform for interacting with customers’ banks and the age of the respondents and the results indicated that all customers of the age group 61 and above preferred cash transactions through the banking hall (100%) followed by the 51 – 60 age group who preferred the banking hall (50%) and the ATM (50%). The majority of the 41 – 50 age group preferred the ATM (55%), followed by the Banking hall (20%), POS (15%) and the Internet (10%) respectively. The majority of the 31 – 40 age group preferred the ATM (41%), followed by the Banking hall (25%), Mobile banking (15%), POS (11%), Internet banking (7%) and the other 1% preferred to use other means of interacting with their bank respectively.

Further analysis of Figure 9 showed that the 61 and above age group prefers to use one channel (Banking hall/cash) whilst the 51 – 60 age group prefers to use 2 channels. The ATM came out as the most preferred channel across all age groups excluding the 61 and above age group. Internet banking is preferred by those below the age of 50 but highest amongst the 30 and below age group. Mobile banking is only preferred by those of 40 years and below but is highest amongst the 30 and below age group. POS is only preferred by those of 50 years and below but highest amongst the 41 – 50 age group as shown in Figure 9. Overall, the younger generations prefer to use more channels than the older generations in their interaction with their banks.

A cross tabulation analysis was also made to find the relationship between age and the mobile money platform.
registered for by customers and the results indicated that all respondents of the 61 and above age group had not registered for any mobile money platform. Half of those in the 51 – 60 age group had registered for Telecash (50%) and the other half (50%) had not registered for any platform at all as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Relationship between Mobile money platforms registered for by Customers and age group

Those in the 41 – 50 age group had mostly registered with Ecocash (80%), and the majority of the 31 – 40 age group had registered for Ecocash (77%). Most of those in the 30 and below age group had registered for Ecocash (86%). Further analysis showed that older generations had registered for fewer platforms than the younger generations. Participants in all age groups who had registered (except the 51 – 60 who preferred Telecash) had registered for Ecocash. Of the three platforms, One Wallet was the least registered for as shown in Figure 10.

4.2 Analysis of Uptake of Online Transactions Platforms in Banks

Bank employees were asked which online transactions platforms their banks had adopted and the responses indicated that most banks had adopted ATM (95% of the respondents) followed by Internet banking (94%) then POS (84%) respectively as shown in Figure 11. The least adopted was Mobile banking (79%).

Figure 11. Adoption of Online Transactions Platforms in Banks

When asked what percentage volume of revenue was transferred through the given online transaction platforms per month, the majority of bank employees (48%) indicated that 10% and below of their banks’ percentage revenue was transacted through Internet banking followed by Mobile banking (22%) as shown in Figure 12. The results also indicated that the highest percentage volume of revenue (over 75%) was transferred through ATM (28% of the respondents) followed by POS (27% of the respondents) respectively.
On the whole, after computing the averages/means of percentage volumes of revenue transferred through each platform, the results indicated that the greatest volume was transferred through Internet banking (20.2%), followed by the ATM (20%) and Mobile banking (19.8%) as shown in Table 3. The least volume of funds was transferred through Point of Sale (19.2%). Finally, after computing the mean of means, it showed that only 19.8% (approximately 20%) of the banks’ revenue is transferred through online transactions per month as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Mean volume of revenue transferred through Online Transaction platforms per month in banks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online Platform</th>
<th>10% Below</th>
<th>11 – 25%</th>
<th>26 – 50%</th>
<th>51 – 75%</th>
<th>Over 75%</th>
<th>Percentage Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POS</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile banking</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet banking</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mean of Means** 19.8

4.3 Analysis of Uptake of Online Transactions Platforms in Supermarkets

Supermarket employees were asked which online transaction initiatives their supermarkets had adopted and all of them (100%) indicated that their supermarkets had adopted POS while 26% indicated that their supermarkets had adopted mobile money as well to buy groceries.

When asked what percentage of their customers used POS services per month, the majority of them (42%) indicated that most customers use 20% and below of POS services, followed by 29% who used 21 – 40% and 19% who used over 70% of the POS services respectively as shown in Figure 13. Very few respondents (7% and 3%) indicated 51 – 70% and 41% - 50% of their customers used POS services respectively. Overall, after computing the average percentages of customers using POS services in supermarkets using percentages in Figure 13, the results indicated that 20% of the customers used POS to buy groceries.
After computing the means of the adoption rates of online transaction platforms, the results indicated that the overall adoption rates in the retail industry was 14.5% as shown in Table 4. The adoption rate for banks was 88% and that for supermarkets was 63% giving an overall adoption rate for the retail industry (banks and supermarkets) as 75.5%. Table 4 also shows that the customers have a high overall non-adoption rate (89%) whereas the non-adoption rate for banks and supermarkets is relatively low (24.5%) as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Adoption Rates in the Retail Industry in Zimbabwe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online Platform</th>
<th>Transaction</th>
<th>Internet banking</th>
<th>ATM Mobile banking</th>
<th>POS Mobile banking</th>
<th>Mobile Money</th>
<th>Mean Adoption Rate</th>
<th>Non-Adoption Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adoption Rate for Bank</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoption Rate for Supermarket Customers</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Rates for Customers</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
<td>85.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoption Rate for Banks</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoption Rate for Supermarkets</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Rates for banks and Supermarkets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>75.5%</td>
<td>24.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Position of Online Transactions on the Technology Adoption Curve

Using the SCAMPER method of theory formation, Figures 2, 3, 4, 5 and the results shown in Table 4 were combined, adapted and modified and the position of online transaction platform was plotted on the infographic technology adoption Curve shown in Figure 14. The S-curves in Figure 2 and Figure 5 were used to determine the position of online transactions on the technology adoption curve. Figure 14 shows that, Mobile money is still in the prenatal stage and is placed at the beginning of the curve at 2% market penetration and is adopted by innovators or technology enthusiasts. Internet banking is in the infancy stage and is placed just at the beginning of the chasm at 10% market penetration where early adopters or the visionaries have also adopted it. POS (14.5% market penetration), Mobile banking (at 15% market penetration) and the ATM (at 38% market penetration) are placed in the chasm, with POS and Mobile banking just about to reach Johnston’s 16% position of the chasm (Figure 5). Although the ATM is still in the chasm, it is about to cross it. This entails that POS, Internet banking and the ATM have been adopted by the innovators or technology enthusiasts as well as the early adopters or the visionaries.

The average adoption of online transactions in Zimbabwe is at 14.5% (Table 4) market penetration and is indicated by the red star (*) in Figure 14. This places the average adoption between the infancy stage and the child stage. Therefore, the task that Zimbabwe’s retail industry has is to reach and cross the chasm for mobile money and to successfully cross the chasm for POS, Internet banking and the ATM. This entails attracting and persuading the mainstream market and subsequently reaching the vision of a cashless retail industry in Zimbabwe.
5. Discussion

The majority of the customers had access to the internet and this is an indication that the potential for customers to use online transaction platforms (which are largely Internet based) was there. The majority of the customers also had ATM cards and had the potential to do online transactions with their banks and to use them for buying groceries through the POS in supermarkets. All customers owned a cell phone handset whilst some even owned 2 or 3 handsets which gave a mobile penetration of over 100% and this is supported by Lancaster and Lange (2015) who ascertain that by 2014, mobile penetration in Zimbabwe had reached 128% since some customers owned more than one (1) mobile cell phone. The results indicated that of the 3 Mobile Money Operators in Zimbabwe, the majority of customers had registered with Ecocash followed by Telecel and OneWallet respectively. These results are in line with Kabweza (2014) who stated that Ecocash had the largest subscribers, followed by Telecash and OneWallet respectively. The adoption of Mobile money platforms entails that customers had the means to do online transactions using them in banks and supermarkets.

The adoption rate of the ATM, Internet banking, Mobile banking and POS was generally high with an overall average adoption rate for banks at 88% (Figure 11 and Table 4). The adoption rate for POS in supermarkets was high (100%) but they were lagging behind in adopting mobile money (26%). This could be because mobile money was a later innovation than POS and its adoption was still going through the decision making process and had not reached the confirmation stage as shown in Figure 1. However the overall adoption in supermarkets was relatively high at 63% (Section 4.3 and Table 4). Despite this high adoption of online initiatives by banks and supermarkets, the adoption by customers was lagging behind. This is because the volume of revenue transferred/transacted through online transaction platforms per month in banks was still very low (19.8%) as indicated in Table 3.

With respect to customers, the adoption rates by bank customers were still low. This is because the adoption rates for Internet banking was only 10% for Internet banking, 38% for the ATM, 15% for Mobile banking and 9% for POS (Figure 6 and Table 4). This gives a mean adoption rate of 18% for bank customers as shown in Table 4. The adoption rate for supermarkets customers was also low at 20% for POS and 2% for Mobile money giving a mean adoption rate of
11% for supermarket customers as shown in Table 4. With reference to POS, although 20% of the customers indicated that they used their ATM cards for buying groceries with respect to the banking section on the questionnaire, 9% of them indicated that they used their cards for buying groceries with respect to supermarkets. Therefore the average adoption rate for POS customers was computed as 14.5% as shown in Table 4. Consequently, on the whole, the average adoption rate for online transactions platforms for the retail industry in Zimbabwe (banks and supermarkets) was 14.5% (mean of 18% and 11%) as shown in Table 4. Since the customers represent the market, therefore the 14.5% represent the market penetration rate.

With reference to the diffusion of innovation theory, the adoption percentages by customers, banks and supermarkets entail that the individuals and organisations who had adopted the platforms as shown in Table 4 had gone through the processes of knowledge/awareness, persuasion, made a decision to adopt, implementation and confirmation because they found positive characteristic of the online transaction platforms, positive societal factors or had adopter characteristics that enabled adoption as shown in Figure 1. From Table 4 it can thus be deduced that the non adoption rate/percentage for customers (85.5%) and for the retail industry, that is, banks and supermarkets (24.5%) are at the various stages of the diffusion of innovation process (Figure 1) and have not yet reached the confirmation stage for various reasons. The reasons could be the characteristics of the online transaction platform, societal factors or adopter characteristics as illustrated in Figure 1.

According to Roger’s Adoption categories, the adoption rates for customers derived from this study represent the various categories of adopters in the a-axis of the diagram in Figure 2. The total sample thus represents 100 market share and the results fall on the S-curve in Figure 2 and 5. Therefore, using market share percentages in Figure 5 and the adoption rates from this study, a market share of 14.5% has adopted online transaction platforms (Table 4). It can thus be extrapolated that Zimbabwe’s retail industry has managed to capture the innovators and the early adopters (Figure 2) which are represented by the technology enthusiasts and the visionaries on Moore’s Adoption Curve (Figure 3). Thus with reference to the chasm in Figure 3 and Figure 5, the average market share of 14.5% falls in Moore’s chasm of technology adoption. In terms of technology adoption maturity, online transaction platforms in the retail industry in Zimbabwe are in their infant stage according to the six stages of the Maturity Model Adoption Curve shown in Figure 4.

With respect to Moore’s chasm, Figure 14 entails that Internet banking has reached the chasm and is about to start crossing it whilst, POS and Mobile banking are in the chasm and the ATM is about to finish crossing the chasm. Moore (1991) argues that when a new product approaches the chasm, it is normally about 80% of what the complete finished product would look like and that is adoptable for visionaries, but pragmatists will not accept less than a 100% finished product. This is why in Zimbabwe; Telecel has been adopted by 100% of the 61 years and above age group because Telecel was the first MNO to be established in Zimbabwe. Therefore the older generations trusted it as they had enough time to process and accept it through the innovation decision process shown in Figure 1. However, in terms of buying groceries, the results entail that in Zimbabwe, mobile money platforms still need to be developed to about 80% for visionaries and subsequently the mainstream market to fully accept them. On the other hand, Internet banking, POS and Mobile banking have been developed to 80% of their capacity. However Figure 14 entails that the ATM is almost 100% developed and the early majority or pragmatists may begin to embrace it.

The results also indicated that by and large, the younger generations preferred to use more online transaction platforms than the older generations with special reference to those in the 61 and above age group who preferred to transact using cash in the banking hall as shown in Figure 9. At the same time, Figure 10 also indicated that the younger generations also registered for more mobile money platforms than the older generations with special reference to those in the 61 and above age group who had registered for none. The results are in line with Rogers (1995) who argues that innovators are the youngest in age and are technically savvy with deep application domain expertise and are thus willing to venture into new technology as they are risk tolerant. The results are also supported by Moore’s technology adoption curve where technology enthusiasts are described as the younger generation who embrace things immediately because they are attracted to disruptive innovation per se as they want to try out new things and see how they work (Moore, 1991). The results also indicated that Rogers’ early adopters are also part of the market share that has been captured. This is especially true to banks and supermarket employees who may be opinion leaders in their banks as they hold leadership roles in the retail industry. The high adoption rates in banks and supermarkets could be explained by that the managers put their stamp of approval on new ideas/products (online initiatives) by adopting them (Rogers, 1995). In congruence with this study’s results and Rogers (1995), Moore (1991) spells out that visionaries look to leapfrog their competition by being the first to leverage the innovation and are therefore willing to take extra risks to get a major advantage. Thus the adoption of 14.5% of the market share indicates that bank and supermarket managers could be visionaries in their organisations as they see that online transaction platforms could give them a competitive urge in the domestic and international market.

On another note, the results indicated that the retail industry in Zimbabwe has captured the early market and still has the
task of capturing the mainstream market as indicated by Rogers (1991) and Martinez (2010) in Figure 3. The early market is indicated by the 14.5% in Table 4 and the mainstream market being the 85.5% (yet to be captured). The laggards or skeptics are the older generation who still prefer to use cash in the banking hall according to Figure 9 and also are not registered for Mobile money as shown in Figure 10. This is supported by Rogers (1995) and May (2014) who add on to say that skeptics simply want to have as little to do with disruptive innovations as possible and therefore only adopt a strong product whose documentation is robust.

6. Conclusions
The study set out to explore the current extent of adoption of online transaction platforms in the retail industry in Zimbabwe. The paper thus concludes that ATM, Internet banking, Mobile banking and POS have been adopted by most banks and supermarkets; however, adoption of Mobile money in supermarkets is still low. On the other hand adoption of online transactions by customers is still relatively low at a market penetration of 14.5%. The study also sought to find out where Zimbabwe’s adoption of online transaction platforms in the retail industry is on the Technology adoption curve. In this respect, the paper thus concludes that in terms of market penetration, the early market (innovators or technology enthusiasts and the early adopters or the visionaries) has been penetrated on Moore’s chasm in the Technology Adoption Curve. In terms of the Maturity Model Adoption Curve the retail industry is towards the end of the infancy stage. Overall, the online transactions are in Moore’s chasm on the technology adoption curve.

7. Recommendations
The paper recommends customers to adopt and use online transactions in order to prepare for the future technological society. Banks and supermarkets are also urged to embark on niche marketing where strategies to attract the mainstream market to use online transactions are employed. This could be through continuous development of value based products that are user friendlier for the older generations. At the same time, banks and supermarkets are urged to develop more products and marketing strategies for the future generations in an effort to prepare for a cashless society. It is hoped that the results of this study have bridged the literature and theory gap on online transactions platforms in Zimbabwe and will be used as a foundation for further studies.

The major limitation of this study could be that the results may be limited to online transaction platforms in banks and supermarkets only. Therefore, further research could be undertaken to test the results of this study and to explore the position of other online transactions platforms in various environments in Zimbabwe, in the Diaspora and internationally. This could be done in an effort to provide ideas that would lead towards following global technological trends of online financial transacting.
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